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True-To-Life AI Voice For All Your 
Voice-Over Needs

LIFELIKE AI VOICE. RAPID SCALE.

Keep up with voice content demands at speed and scale with Veritone Voice, the 
hyper-realistic, AI voice solution that’s changing the enterprise audio game.

KEY BENEFITS

Generate nuanced voice content at speed 

Scale quickly and tap into new opportunities

Reduce production costs and save time

Overcome language and scheduling barriers

Rapidly scale to meet fast-moving audio content 
demands with Veritone Voice. Choose from 300 stock 
voices and 70 recognizable premium voices to get 
started right away. Or create a custom, consent-driven 
voice clone to synthetically recreate known voice talent 
including celebrities, broadcasters, athletes and more. 
Both stock and custom voices can be personalized and 
localized with just a few clicks—choose the gender, 
accent, dialect, and language.

CREATE PERSONALIZED AUDIO 

FOR ANY NEED—AT SCALE

HOW IT WORKS

Take control of your voice-over needs with the only 
end-to-end, multilingual Voice-as-a-Service solution. 
Produce, edit, distribute, and monetize custom AI 
voice content quickly and easily using text-to-speech 
or speech-to-speech input and our intuitive app. Or 
choose managed service to let our team of experts 
generate content for you. Either way, you can rapidly 
scale content production to keep up with demand and 
reach new markets and audiences. 

With Veritone Voice, you’re not just getting a point 
solution—you’re getting the full advantage of our 
aiWARE platform and proven AI expertise. Access 
powerful enterprise workflows for all your automation 
needs and integrate Veritone Voice into your tech stack 
seamlessly using our world-class API. Add your favorite 
AI voice to any project, app, or solution, and elevate 
your voice-powered content with on-demand AI audio 
that actually sounds human.
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ABOUT VERITONE

Veritone is a leader in enterprise AI software, services, and applications, helping our customers transform their operations to solve business 
critical data challenges, streamline content-centric processes, and create new, diversified revenue streams. 

Ready to experience award-winning AI voice? 
Let’s Talk: voice@veritone.com

AWARDS

CLIENTS

KEY FEATURES

 ` Custom voice with just three hours of high-fidelity audio  

 ` Consent-driven voice cloning secures and protects IP

 ` Inaudible watermarks provide total traceability

 ` Managed service option includes licensing and clearances

 ` Enterprise workflows provide best-in-class AI capabilities

 ` World-class API offers seamless integration into any solution

 ` 300 stock and 70 premium voices for immediate use

 ` Localization in over 150 languages plus dialects and accents 

 ` Self-serve app includes robust text editor for creative control

“Veritone’s synthetic voice and translation service has 
enabled us to enter new markets at the network level. 
There is clear value in being able to seamlessly reach new 
audiences and rapidly expand our growth potential.”
KEVIN CONNOLLY — Actor, Writer, Director And Producer

TOP USE CASES & INDUSTRIES:

ADVERTISING & ENDORSEMENTS

AUDIOBOOKS & PUBLISHING

BROADCASTING, PODCASTING, 
FILM & TV

CORPORATE COMMUNICATION & 
TRAINING MATERIALS

PROFESSIONAL SPORTS 
ANNOUNCERS & ATHLETES


